Abstract
Introduction
hetection and recognition of moving objects are key functions in driving assistance. In extending the application area from highway to inner city scenarios, non-rigid object$ such as pedestrians and bicylists must be considered. If object detection is based on motion segmentation, the firstlessential step is tracking object parts or object features. Basically there are two different problems to be addressed in fbature tracking: Which image features can be tracked sucdessfully in the image sequence and how well do these featpres describe the objects being tracked. With an eye on these problems we evaluated a few common techniques. One1 often used approach is to track points with prominent featbres [ l , 21 which are likely to be detected in consecutive ima es. However, the density of the tracked points is usually not ! ufficient for an object description. A natural extension is td track edges instead of points [3] . Although successful for Artificial objects, it is hard to describe natural objects with a few edges. The next logical step in the search for im-1063-6919197 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE age features to be tracked, is to use regions instead of edges. We have shown in [4] , Color Blob Flow (CBF) , that colored regions, determined by color segmentation, yield very promising results in detecting and tracking moving vehicles on highways. There are two main advantages to this method compared to the techniques mentioned above: good objcct descriptions achieved by color segments, and early reduction of data in the segmentation step, which speeds up the tracking process. However, the shape-dependent features used for matching color segments in consecutive images are not suited for non-rigid objects.
The approach represented here encompasses the advantages of the CBF while also solving the matching problem for varying-shaped color segments. The inital color image is divided into clusters containing pixels of similar color and position. The clusters can be seen as 'fuzzy' color blobs. In analogy to the CBF this approach is therefore called Color Cluster Flow (CCF) . Each cluster is represented by a prototype, which is the centroid of the cluster in the color/position feature space. In the consecutive images the prototypes, and thus the clusters, are shifted in the feature space by parallel k-means clustering to fit the new image data. This yields another advantage compared to the CBF No explicit matching of corresponding clusters is required. A similar clustering technique was proposed by [SI. This approach also included spatio-temporal intensity gradients in the clustering procedure. However, in the case of non-rigid, moving objects, these motion-dependent features proved to be more detrimental than helpful. They also require much more computation.
In all algorithms described above, image features are determined and tracked without a priori knowledge about the objects in the image. For this reason these procedures may be used not only to track objects but also to detect moving objects via segmentation of the flow of image features. On the other hand there is a group of algorithms based on active contours [6] , which are only suited for tracking objects. Before the tracking procedure is initiated, the contours of the objects must be known.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Sec. 2 we describe the initial color/position clustering. Adaptive image sequence clustering is introduced in Sec. 3 and tracking objects is described in Sec. 4 . Our results are summarized in Sec. 5.
Initial Color and Position Clustering
For clustering, each pixel in the image is described by a feature vector f , containing its color in the RGB-space and its weighted position in the image: f;j = (Rij, Gij, Bij, w .
i, w. j ) , where i is the row and j the column of the pixel. Important for the clustering procedure is the relation between the color and position space defined by the weighting factor W . For optimal segmentation results w must be chosen as a function of the current color distribution in the image and the size of the objects. In our investigations of traffic scene images (360 columns x 288 rows) we achieved good results for a w of about 1. The task of clustering is to find a given number of K prototypes Pk, which minimize the sum of quantization errors:
Cij (fij -pmin) , where pmin is the prototype closest to the feature vector fij in the colorlposition feature space. We have chosen a fast, divisive vector quantization [7, 8] , which starts with one initial cluster covering the whole data space. In each iteration the cluster with the highest variance is split in two by a hyperplane. The hyperplane is determined so that it is perpendicular to the direction of the highest variance and runs through the centroid of the original cluster.
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The objective of this heuristic is to minimize the variances of the two new clusters. After the partitioning has been performed, the prototypes are calculated as the centroids of the new clusters. Instead of preselecting a maximum number of clusters, one can alternatively define an upper limit for the sum of quantization errors as the stop-criteria for the divisive clustering.
The result of the clustering process (64 clusters) for a highway scene is shown in Figure 1 . The original color of each pixel is replaced by the color of the nearest prototype in the color/position feature space. As expected, large regions of similar color (highway and sky) are partitioned into tilelike structures. However, objects of interest with a sufficient color contrast (car, van) are clustered in a way that the shape of the object is reflected by the shape of the respective cluster.
Adaptive Image Sequence Clustering
For the very first image a set of prototypes is determined by the divisive clustering described above. For each following image the prototypes of the preceeding image serve as seeds for the parallel k-means clustering [9, IO] C k ( t + 1) =
Prototypes:
P k ( t f 1 ) =
In the partitioning step each pixelij, characterized by its feature vector fij, is assigned to a cluster Ck (t + 1) with the closest prototype pk(t). After that, the prototypes p k ( t + 1) are recomputed as the average of the data in their clusters. Each of these two alternating steps reduces the sum of quantization errors until no further changes occur. At this stage a local minimum of the sum of quantization errors is obtained.
Our investigations of different scenes of moving pedestrians have shown that one iteration is sufficient to adapt the prototypes to temporal changes in the image sequence, caused by motion of the objects, egomotion of the camera and new entering objects.
Tracking Objects
In the previous chapters we have shown how to determine and track a set of clusters which resulted in a CCF. i r . nitialization of the objects in the first image is done ially by selecting an appropriate set of clusters for each :t to be tracked. Figure 2 an example of a tracked pedestrian is shown. pedestrian is represented by two clusters, one for the jacket and one for the dark blue trousers. Despite strong : variations and partial occlusions by a barrier, the two :t parts are easily tracked over a sequence of about fifty es. The resulting trajectories of the prototypes (cen-5 of clusters) are marked in the last image of Figure 2 .
ite the complexity of leg and arm movements, the traties are smooth and quite similar to each other. This is :d by the contrarotating motion of the two arms and two legs. Thus only the lateral motion is reflected in the trajectories. This may play an important role if the CCF is used for motion segmentation. Furthermore, the example shows that additional motion-dependent features, e.g. spatio-temporal intensity gradients, in the clustering process are not suited for tracking pedestrians. Rotational movement of the arms, for example, causes permanent changes of motion-dependent features over time. As there is no consistency in these features of the arms they can hardly be described by one cluster over the whole sequence. This leads to non-trackable small clusters.
On the next page, Figure 3 shows that the algorithm can also deal with difficult situations, such as changes in illumination (top) and partial occlusions (bottom) of the moving object. 
Summary and Outlook
In this paper we proposed a new algorithm for tracking non-rigid objects, which is based on clustering in the color/position feature space. With an initial divisive clustering we determine a set of clusters in the first image. These clusters are used as seeds for a parallel k-means clustering, which implicitly performs the tracking of clusters over a sequence of images. The clustering algorithms are conceptually clear and purely data driven. No heuristics, which must be carefully tuned and often do not work outside the lab, are necessary. The tracking algorithm proved to be robust with respect to shape variations and partial occlusions of the objects. Moreover the smoothness of the trajectories of the cluster centroids, even for objects with large shape variations, suggests that object detection based on segmentation of the CCF will be possible. The algorithm can also be used in stereoscopy, where matching of image features in pairs of images is a similar problem to tracking features over two consecutive images in a temporal sequence.
